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Discipline «Philosophy» is directed for mastering of a student of the essence, meaning and specifics of Philosophy, basic stages of its development and of its role in the society; acknowledging them with the contribution of foreign and native thinkers to the development of human science.

Discipline «Logics» is directed to the develop the erudition and logical thinking of the students, enrich them with the knowledge of Logics and it has a goal to give to the students the knowledge of main achievements of Logics and its interconnection with other parts of scientific knowledge.
Discipline «Modern philosophical problems of scientific cognition» provides in-depth studying of the meaning of social being, dialectics of natural and social, role of the consciousness in the process of forming of the human, system of connections and relations, where it is realized the liveliness of people.
POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS

Modern philosophical problems of scientific cognition

Discipline «Worldview and socio-cultural foundations of scientific and technical activities» forms in Postgraduate students in-depth worldview and theoretical knowledge in the sphere of scientific and technical activities and makes a goal to expand and deepen their worldview positions in the sphere of scientific and technical activities.
GRADUATE SCHOOL IN PHILOSOPHY

The branch of knowledge - 03 Humanities
Specialty - 033 Philosophy
The level of education – Doctor Philosophy
SPECIAL COURSES READ BY THE LECTURERS OF THE DEPARTMENT

- Modern Western philosophy
- Ancient, Medieval and Renaissance philosophy
- Philosophical anthropology
- Ukrainian philosophy: traditions and novations
- Philosophical analysis of modern society
SPECIAL COURSES READ BY THE LECTURERS OF THE DEPARTMENT

- Philosophy of policy and law
- Humanitarian problems of high-technologies
- Contemporary philosophy
- Science and technics ontology
- Philosophy of intellectual And cognitive technologies
The collective is 12 persons. Where there are 3 Doctors of sciences (2 professors), 6 candidates of sciences. The department works on the scientific subject “Philosophical problems of human and culture”. Lecturers take active part in Ukrainian and international conferences; are fruitfully published in scientific issues; publish philosophical monographs, textbooks and guides.
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Doctor of Philosophy sciences, professor Tararoev Yakov is a head of the department since 2014. He is a specialist in the area of philosophy of science. He specializes in the problem of Ontology of science. He is an author of original concept of Ontological grounds of modern natural science knowledge. He is an author of more than 70 scientific works.
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